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ABSTRACT
The main purpose of this study was to assess and analyze challenges, opportunities and implementing of effective education critical mass organization for cooperative learning at Debremarkos College of teacher education. To achieve this objective a descriptive survey method was employed. The data for the study were collected by qualitative and qualitative methods. Open ended and closed ended questionnaires were distributed and collected back (199 students and 30 college teachers). FGDS were also employed with five academic commission members. The data collected with the above listed data collection instruments were analyzed by using both qualitative and quantitative method of data analysis. Due to the nature of data collected from the participants, frequency, percentage, mean, one way ANOVA, one sample T-test and post hock were used for analyzing the collected data. FGDS and open ended questionnaire data were analyzed qualitatively like narration interpretation and direct citation. After analyzing the collected data, the main challenges for organizing and implementing effective education critical mass were negative attitude of teachers and students towards the program, students belief of the task is belongs to only teachers, no guide line for the implementation, class size and lack of time were the main challenges. Some opportunities like having experienced advisor, the college write a formal letter for the assigned advisor and having enough space at the college were best opportunities. The level of implementation at the college was at grass root level but there were significant difference between departments, student understanding and students’ attitude towards the program. Finally, based on the conclusion driven from collected and analyzed data recommendations were forwarded to different stakeholders who are directly or indirectly participate in the program like students, teachers, regional education bureau, college administrative bodies and academic commission were taken lion share recommendations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A central concept in organizing and implementing effective critical mass in education is the concept of ‘critical masses. It is frequently invoked to explain why students do not always achieve the minimum learning standard competency to represent students once they are in class. Gender and politics scholars and activists suggest that this pattern is due not to the inclinations of only graduate teachers, but rather to the fact that there are many problems in student’s knowledge. Attitude and skill compared with the expected outcome Wasley (2006). The concept of effective education critical mass has not only been applied sparingly to the field of educational organization. However, in those instances when it has been used as a framework, definite results have been found.

Teaching and learning in education are changing. Active learning has become an important focus in this time of pedagogical change supporting with effective education critical mass. While the term encompasses a broad array of practices, collaborative learning, or small group work, remains an important element of active learning theory and practice. Research suggests that students learn best when they are actively involved in the process (Davis, 1993). Studies have shown a variety of groupings, the frequency of use of each type of grouping has changed over the last twenty years, with increases in whole class groupings and small groups’ contexts for teaching – but with an emphasis remaining on individual work. Effective education critical mass is used as the base for implementing collaborative learning in classroom situation.

1.1. Statements of the Problem
The debate on ‘critical mass’ in education and politics research can be traced back to three influential works, two by Kanter (1977a; 1977b) and one by Dahlauerup (1988), which, respectively, analyze the experiences of implementing effective critical mass form small minorities in the corporate and political spheres. Although both authors are concerned primarily with how effective critical mass responds with different groups in corporate and political aspect, These latter ideas form the nucleus of the critical mass concept as it has been taken up by subsequent researchers, who have in turn transformed the possibilities signaled by Kanter and Dahlauerup into firmer expectations about the behavior of effective critical mass, which we label ‘critical mass theory’. To separate their contributions from these later interpretations, the researcher read the arguments of Kanter and Dahlauerup to establish the precise research gap. Mean while above listed researchers researched in the concept of critical mass, the researcher did not found researches with challenges, opportunities and implementation of effective critical mass in education organization. Due to this reason the researcher wants to conduct research on this topic of research.

Cooperative learning is a successful teaching strategy in which small teams, each with students of different levels of ability, use a variety of learning activities to improve their understanding of a subject. Each member of a team is responsible not only for learning what is taught but also for
helping teammates learn, thus creating an atmosphere of achievement. Debremarkos College of teacher education is one of the institutions which need to organize, implement and practice effective education critical mass at class level. Due to this reason the following research question were raised:

1. What are the challenges that influence the building effective education critical mass organization to motivate cooperative learning?
2. What opportunities provided for teachers and students for using effective education critical mass organization for cooperative learning?
3. To what extent effective education critical masses organize and implement in line with cooperative learning?
4. Is there a significant difference between departments in organizing and implementing effective critical mass organization at DMCTE?

1.2. Objective of the study
The main objective of this study was searching about challenges, opportunities and implementation of critical mass organization for cooperative learning and indentifywhether there is significant difference between different departments in organizing and implementing effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning. In line with the above general objective of the study, the following specific objectives were designed:

To find out the challenges of building effective education critical mass organization to motivate cooperative learning.

Asses the opportunities of teachers and students for implementing and organizing effective education critical mass for cooperative learning.

Find out that to what extent effective education critical mass organized and implemented in line with cooperative learning.

To check about whether there are significant difference in organizing and implementing effective critical mass for cooperative learning between different departments.

1.3. Significance of the Study
This study has supreme importance by identifying challenges, opportunities and implementation of effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning to students, teachers, Debremarkos College of teacher education and Regional education office will be beneficiaries of this study. Specifically, the findings of the study have the following contributions:

The research result assists DMCTE teachers and students by identifying problems on organizing and implementing effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning.

The evidence may help to fill an information gap that exists on organizing and implementing effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning.

Knowledge about those factors, which may influence on the actual process of organizing and implementing effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning would generally encourage the teachers students and other stakeholders to respond appropriately in order to organize and implement effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning.

It can also help to go up with best organization implementation and relating of effective critical mass organization to other colleges where effective critical mass organization practice is going on.

Finally, based on the conclusions drawn in this research, scholars from different fields of study may use them as a spring board for further studies.

1.4. Conceptual Framework of the Study
A well organizing and implementation of effective education critical mass participation is an important instrument for best learning outcome for higher education courses (Elgort, Smith &Toland, 2008). Although many students feel as though they can accomplish assignments better by in group rather than themselves, instructors find that group work helps the students apply knowledge (Elgort, Smith&Toland, 2008). However, merely assigning a group does not itself create critical thinking outcomes. Therefore, the instructor must be cognizant of how best to facilitate effective collaborative learning environments through organizing and using effective education critical mass.1.5.1. Relation between Effective Critical Mass and Active Learning

As one endiginiouse researcher write in his research work, “Research results and the researchers experience indicate that students learn best when they participate in learning [Animaw; 2012]”

The above two best ideas magnify about the strong relationship between effective critical mass and students result. Meanwhile when the students well organized and supported with effective critical mass organization the best become in their expected achievements. The following picture strengthen about the importance of collaborative learning with forming education critical mass. The above picture deals with group learning and cooperative learning through organizing effective education critical mass in educationSmith and McGregor (1992).

1.5. Delimitation of the Study
Area wise delimitation: - The study was delimited at Debremarkos College of teachers’ education Participant wise delimitation: - In participant aspects the study was delimited at 2nd year students and teachers of Debremarkos College of teachers’ education.

Content wise delimitation: - The content delimitation of the study was about challenges, opportunities and implementation of effective critical mass organization

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A descriptive survey method was employed for this study. The researcher has chosen this method mainly because it is an appropriate method to explore or investigate challenges, opportunities and implementation of effective education critical mass. Besides, the method would be appropriate to describe what is happening in real implementation and organizing effective education critical mass, practice and gathering the necessary information from the selected samples about challenges and opportunities.

2.1. Research Setting
The researcher conducted his study at Debremarkos College of teacher education. The researcher selected this college because of his familiarity with the college teachers and students. And also the researcher knows about this college. This made the researcher to be hopeful to collect the required data. The researcher selected DMCTE because this college is
near for conducting the research for the researcher and easily collects reliable data.

2.2. Subject of the Study
The study populations were both students and teachers during the data collection period. Currently the college (DMCTE) has-107 teachers and 535 2nd year students. Among these 302 are male and 233 are female.

The data for this study were collected from teachers and students of Debremarkos College of teacher education. The sample size of the participants includes 30 from teachers [27 male and 3 female] and 199 [115 male and 84 female] from students. A total number of 229 [87 Female and 112 male] were participants during this study.

2.3. Sampling Techniques and Sample size of the study
Teachers and students were chosen using simple random sampling technique. The researcher used this technique because it gives equal chance of being involved in the sample of the study. For the focuses group discussion, the researcher used purposive sampling technique in which the selected

Samples are expected to react the raised questions well; two ranked students were selected from each class.

2.4. Method of Data Collection
The required data for this study were obtained from teachers and students through questionnaire, FGD, document analysis and observation in line with objective of the study.

The researcher used four types of data collection instruments to gather data of this study. Namely questionnaire, FGD, document analysis and observation were used.

The researcher has chosen this instrument because it is a quick way of gathering data and it can reach a large number of subjects and it is widely used in most educational researches (Koul, 1984). Two questionnaires were designed for both teachers and students. Both the questionnaires were designed in English and include both open ended closed-ended questions and distributed to the teachers who were selected as sample unit from different departments.

The students’ questionnaire was designed in English as it is stated above, but it was translated into Amharic as it was assumed that most students were more proficient in Amharic than they were in English. This was purposely done to avoid the problem of language hindrance which can interfere with obtaining reliable data. Then, together version was commented by one professional teacher and two English language teachers to check the face validity and pilot tested in objective groups which were not included into the sample units. Accordingly, the reliability statistics (Crombach alpha) for teachers’ questionnaire and was 0.92 and 0.97 for students questionnaires. Finally, the questionnaire was improved and administered in person. The questionnaires’ were distributed and collected back with the researcher himself.

The researcher made observation in order to obtain data which reflect the challenges, opportunities and implementation of effective education critical mass for cooperative learning. The researcher believed that making observation before, administering questionnaires would relatively minimize the tendency of teachers and students to change their real challenges, opportunities and implementation of effective education critical mass at college. According to Kumar (1996), observation is a feasible tool when we are interested in assessing what the real situation is. So the researcher has been made observation four consecutive days in different sections. The document analysis was done at all six departments with the prepared checklists. Different student’s reports, teacher reports and department minutes were observed and analyzed well in order to reach at aright conclusion. Finally the academic commission minutes also observed and crosschecking with other data obtained with different data collection instruments.

2.5. Data Collection Procedure
Before administering, the questionnaire was piloted in a small group of 42 first year students at DMCTE which was not the research site of this study. The questionnaire was taken to professional teacher and two English teachers for comments. Based on the comments given some improvement was made and the number of question was reduced in number due to their appropriateness.

To collect adequate data from the subject of the study, questioner FGD, document analysis and observation were advisable data collection tools. Then, first, the purpose and importance of the research was explained to the subject of the study briefly. The researcher administered the questionnaires and collects them back face to face. As a result there was 100% return rate mean all distributed questionnaires were collected back.

The objective of the analysis is for drawing important conclusions about challenges, opportunities and implementation of effective critical mass for cooperative learning. Based on the data collected from the participants. The data was analyzed depending on the nature of the data collected. After the raw data were collected it was analyzed with both qualitative and quantitative analysis. The researcher used narration, interpretation and direct citations from qualitative data analysis and frequency, percentage, one way ANOVA, one sample t-test and correlation were used from quantitative data analysis techniques. The data obtained from FGD and observation was analyzed through narration, direct quotation and interpretation.

The researcher worried about all the ethical consideration when conducting the study. The following main points were discussed and informed to the participants for avoiding frustration and developing honesty between the researcher and the respondents.

At the beginning of the questionnaire, the researcher introduces himself and why he needs the data and how he used.

The researcher did not needed their name because he only needs the data from the participants and he did not care about by whom fill the questionnaire if selected as participants of the study.

The researcher informed to the participants about the importance of giving real information to reach in aright conclusion.

3. Data Analyses and Interpretation
In this section, the data collected using dissimilar instruments are to be had and interpreted in line with the research questions sequenced in chapter one. As a result, the themes under which the analysis focused are: demographic characteristics of respondents, challenges, opportunities and implementation of effective critical mass organization for
cooperative learning. The variation of effective education critical mass organization across departments was also analyzed.

As made known above respondents provided data on dissimilar demographic variables mainly for three basic reasons: to get better the quality of the data for assessing the organization and implementation of effective critical mass for cooperative learning, to accept or reject the data which isn’t meet during triangulation and to consider some of the variables to test statistical significance. Hence, respondents from both sexes, different age category, educational background, year of advising experience and assigning as an advisor had provided data to the study. For that reason, majority of the teachers and students respondents were males. With respect to their level of education, majority of the teachers having MSc and Med degree and most students were grade ten completes. Age wise, about 70% of the teachers were in between the age of 30-40 mean they perform activities well and all of the sample students were found in the very productive age, 20-30. In addition, in their experience of running advising all the entire selected sample teachers were assigned as an advisor.

3.1. Challenges faced for organizing and implementing effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning.

The researcher found striking about students’ attitude towards effective critical mass organization was nonchalance. On the other hand some students were to be involved in effective critical mass organization for only the purpose of gaining mark with the help of best performer students.

The highest development of students mind must be possible without gaining knowledge in cooperative learning (Igorstravisky, 1972). This task should be lead with the intensive consultation between departments, advisor teachers and advisee students. But some teachers themselves viewed a group is an effective critical mass organization in their classroom situation.

The strength of group affiliation can vary widely. It may be no causal joining of students grouping what they shared single shard interest just sharing marks from other clever students (Sharan, 1987).

Two things were stand out clearly from the collected data. The first contributor for the poor implementation or major challenges were students attitude and the second challenge were the attitude of teachers towards organizing and implementing of effective critical mass for cooperative learning in their assigned class. In fact the contribution of effective critical mass was shining out in some specific class in relation with their grade achievement. The following tables FGDs and questionnaires were used to strengthen the above listed challenges.

Likewise, the result obtained from FGD data complement the statistical data portrayed in concerning the implementation of organizing implementing effective critical mass for cooperative learning. FGD discussion assured that although teachers are interested to organize and implement effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning they had limitations like believe that the organization is related with politics, ask extra time and complaining about student’s interest about organizing and implementing effective critical mass for cooperative learning.

The ACM1 respond summed up as follows:

The college has been given different support for teachers on how to carry out the task of organizing and implementing effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning. However, the support isn’t becoming fruit full because different reports assured that organizing effective critical mass is found at infant stage. Mostly this problem comes from lack of commitments from teachers.

Other ACM2 also support this idea as follows.

Our college tries many mechanisms for the best implementation of effective critical mass like assigning teachers by writing letters having reference number, assigning professional department teachers as leaders of effective critical mass organization and including this activity as criteria of teachers efficiency but still this task isn’t performed well. As some teachers complain, they are occupied with other routine tasks. Other teachers also complaining about that since they are assigned at extension program, students aren’t volunteer to participate with in effective critical mass organization.

ACM 3

When the regional education office supervision team deals with students, they have witnessed about the poor implementation of effective critical mass organization in our college. And the academic commission takes a stand to perform best in the future time.

Table 1 Teacher’s response for open ended questionnaire Related with challenges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenges related to Teachers</th>
<th>challenges related with the college</th>
<th>challenges related with students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teacher believe only organizing is their task.</td>
<td>Lack of awareness creation</td>
<td>Cleaver students believed that studying with one to five organizations is killing time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers face challenges from clever students</td>
<td>Lack of time to follow-up students</td>
<td>Most students come up with their mobiles and open music instead of studying with group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other teachers give assignment in different groups.</td>
<td>The college only write letter but it lacks support</td>
<td>It becomes a means of conflict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most teachers used static grouping</td>
<td>Even if the college management take as the major responsibility, it</td>
<td>Students think leading effective critical mass is only</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Students are expected to be prepared sufficiently for skills in group process; students will experience the process of group work itself as highly rewarding...never grade or evaluate students on their individual contributions to the group product.” (Diaz & Yang, 2005) work, as well as that of Dahlerup(1988) but students in the study area were coming up with their mobile to disturb others, they need only the output mean grade without studying, they consider that the task of leading and organizing effective critical mass is only the task of teachers. Generally the situation which existed in the study area were contradicts with the literature.

From a motivation list perspective (e.g., Johnson & Johnson, 1992; Slavin, 1983a, b, 1995), cooperative incentive structures create a situation in which the only way group members can attain their own personal goals is if the group is successful. Therefore, to meet their personal goals, group members must both help their group mates to do whatever helps the group to succeed, and, perhaps even more importantly, to encourage their group mates to exert maximum efforts but the students in the study area were thinking about studying alone is best and helping each other or cooperative learning is time consuming for them. In this regard, anyone can understand from students saying that they have attitude problem.

A hallmark of the social cohesion perspective is an emphasis on teambuilding activities in preparation for cooperative learning, and processing or group self-evaluation during and after group activities. Social cohesion theorists tend to downplay or reject the group incentives and individual accountability held by motivation list researchers to be essential. For example, Cohen (1986, pp. 69-70) in line with this, the data collected from participants of the study assured that students of the study area were against self evaluation in effective critical mass for cooperative learning.

3.2. Students saying on challenges of implementing effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning.

In addition to closed ended questionnaire, students were invited to fill open ended questionnaire. In this regard students were generated amazing and impressed ideas.

Other student responded that even he doesn’t know who is his advisor is and when reresponded about one to five organization, we have many one to five organizations which are organized by different teachers for assignment purpose. Generally students response have the same with document analysis results mean while teachers are careless for effective critical mass organization and they did not support them.

Instead of supporting them, they let them to organize by themselves and ask them a report.

One best performer students write the following ideas, illustrated teacher’s response on different challenges which is an obstacle for organizing and implementing effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning. Even if the above table shows about different challenges, the following were the main challenges teachers responded. Number of students per class, student’s attitude, students’ preference of study habit, complains of clever students and the problem of relating effective critical mass in line with the field of education were challenges observed.

Many Literature on suitable organization and implementation of effective critical mass organization advocate the well positive attitude for something doing by him/her whole hearted commitment and team spirit for implementing what educators supported related with cooperative learning. Case in point, education is vital to modify peoples’ knowledge, attitude and skills (Mangal, 2009; Curtis, 2003). This implies that classroom leaders who lacked the necessary knowledge, skill and attitude might not properly organize and implement effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning.

By means of commitment, organizing and implementation of effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning should be a day-to-day activities of teachers who are assigned as advisor. Effective education critical mass organization is not expected as completed within a day or month rather it needs contentious follow up of the leaders.

This is because the central idea of organizing and implementing effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning is the way of making tangible changes on a regular basis namely always improving students result, knowledge, skill, attitude and effectiveness in their field of study. Then, the proper organization and implementation of effective critical mass for cooperative learning needs wholehearted commitment.

All the above responses which were responded from Academic commission FGD member support the student’s idea. But teachers responses weren’t match that much with this data. Then the data triangulation was use full for reaching conclusion that rejects the teacher response somewhat. In sum, teachers point out that there were major challenges that effect the full implementation of organizing and implementing effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning. The following ideas were paraphrased from the response of teachers for open ended questions. Some of them were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenges Encountered</th>
<th>Possible Solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students did not use show conviction to use effective critical mass for their better learning.</td>
<td>Students can be motivated by giving them a sense of ownership and accountability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students were not aware about the organization.</td>
<td>Teachers can hold open ended discussions with students to clarify the importance of organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlapping of tasks like practicum.</td>
<td>Teachers can plan their lesson plans in a manner that avoids overlapping tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ineffective follow-up teachers activities.</td>
<td>Teachers can provide regular feedback to students and encourage them to improve.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lax implementation of effective critical mass organization</td>
<td>Teachers can use strategies such as rewards and recognition to motivate students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students did not use show conviction to use effective critical mass for their better learning.</td>
<td>Teachers can provide regular feedback to students and encourage them to improve.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlapping of tasks like practicum.</td>
<td>Teachers can plan their lesson plans in a manner that avoids overlapping tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ineffective follow-up teachers activities.</td>
<td>Teachers can provide regular feedback to students and encourage them to improve.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lax implementation of effective critical mass organization</td>
<td>Teachers can use strategies such as rewards and recognition to motivate students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students did not use show conviction to use effective critical mass for their better learning.</td>
<td>Teachers can provide regular feedback to students and encourage them to improve.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlapping of tasks like practicum.</td>
<td>Teachers can plan their lesson plans in a manner that avoids overlapping tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ineffective follow-up teachers activities.</td>
<td>Teachers can provide regular feedback to students and encourage them to improve.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lax implementation of effective critical mass organization</td>
<td>Teachers can use strategies such as rewards and recognition to motivate students.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Challenges and Possible Solutions
Teachers related challenges such as absence of dutifulness, lack of commitment, wrong perception of teachers towards the task.

Students related challenges such as problem of understanding, believing as the task of teachers used as routine task and unwillingness of coming in the studying program. Extension program students weren’t present at the arranged time.

Difficulty of interrelation between teachers and students such as sense of sabotage on students and lack of understanding about the relationship between effective critical mass organization and cooperative learning.

Situation related problems such as lack of working time which is teachers are on different tasks like practicum tasks.

Organizational related problems such as assigning teachers more than one class which are out of the class they are thought. Absence of reinforcement mechanism for effective teachers in organizing and implementing effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning.

Be short of commitments in extension students because they are learning with support of themselves.

Some clever student’s believed that helping others or cooperative learning is time consuming and they prefer to study with their friend rather than with the arranged group.

Therefore, poor level of the organizing and implementing of effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning, biased perceptions of the students and teachers on organizing and implementation of effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning, absence of positive relationship between teachers and students, lack of awareness on students about effective critical mass organization in relation with cooperative learning and lack of time to arrange studying time were the major challenges derived from the questionnaire and the FGD as well.

During the time of data collection period many teachers narrate different kinds of opportunities found at the college environment. The following table is used to sum up and emphasized teachers’ response.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities related to Teachers</th>
<th>Opportunities related with the college</th>
<th>Opportunities related with students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Well experienced advisors were available.</td>
<td>The college tries to list the task of teachers when they assigned as an advisor.</td>
<td>Each section has their own advisor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of some active effective critical mass organization in some departments.</td>
<td>The task is evaluated with academic commission once in two week.</td>
<td>The organization of effective critical mass is used for doing assignments and dealing about practicum presentation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There are policy supports from the government side.</td>
<td>Make decision on assigning profession department teachers in this task.</td>
<td>Since this task was started at high school level, students aren’t stranger for effective critical mass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The college commitment towards the task by assigning teachers as an advisor.</td>
<td>Arrange discussion with students about the implementation of this task.</td>
<td>In some section there were some students who have a facilitator skill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The organization is supported by pre service and in service case workers.</td>
<td>Arranging extra classes in the opposite shift to perform this task.</td>
<td>Enough space for studying by using this effective critical mass organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having adequate member of teachers to lead this organization.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many educators suppose that there are solid insignificant situations which have to be meeting for successful organization and implementation of effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning (olsa 1982) In this regard, Teachers and students were asked to extract the supposed opportunities of organizing and implementing effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning at Debremkos College of Teacher Education. Accordingly, both teachers and students described that there are many opportunities for organizing and implementing critical mass organization for cooperative learning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities provided for teachers and students in organizing and implementing effective education critical mass organization for cooperative learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opinion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even if there are many opportunities, In particular, the college’s make an effort according to the participants responded the following responses were narrated by Teachers and students.
teachers seem exaggerated. Because of organizing and implementing effective critical mass for cooperative learning is a task done on students. Then, when teachers responded as organized and implemented but students complained that the organizing and implementing the action is dropped task. As seen from the tables above the average mean of teachers were 65.833 while the average mean of students response were 41.5. There is a 24.33 mean difference between teachers and students response.

Similarly, level organizing and using effective education critical mass for cooperative learning at Debremarkos College of teacher’s education was researched to see whether or not there is implementation difference in organizing and implementing effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning. However, both teachers and student respondents who have different department, Years of advising experience and weekly work load respectively rate the level of organizing and implementing effective critical mass for cooperative learning. The organization and implementation level is almost different in department way where as almost in the same way in level of education and advising experience. In addition to the scales teachers and students filled in, they were also asked to respond to general items that were related to organizing and implementing critical mass organization for cooperative learning at the study area on agree, strongly agree, disagree and strongly disagree format. Different reports were revealed. For instance, teachers reported that they were well versed with the government’s strategy to organizing and implementing effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning have evaluated the effects of the support teachers had delivered starting from organizing and implementing effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning. Students also assured that when they were under the help of teachers support they practice effective critical mass organization in line with cooperative learning while the reverse is true.

On the other hand, they were also reported that Teachers lacked the commitment to organize and implement effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning. This implies that the response they provided on the organizing and implementing of effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning was simply a dividing of students and reporting for the department and then setting down. Moreover, the response of students assured that level of education isn’t the determinant factor for organizing and implementing critical mass organization.

The one way analysis of variance displayed in revealed that there was a statistically significant difference in the organization and implementation of effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning between different variables. There was significant difference in different departments, between different levels of understanding, different perception of teachers, student attitude, extra time teachers have, student attitude and interpretation of effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning. The following post hoc analysis showed is used to strengthen the one-way analysis of variance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table-3: Post hoc comparison by level Departments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*the mean difference is significant at alpha level of 0.05

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table-4: Post hoc comparison by level of students understanding on effective critical mass organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*the mean difference is significant at alpha level of 0.05
3.3 Data obtained from Document Analysis on implementation of effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning at the study area.

The document analysis was takes place for checking the students report, teachers report and to see about what teachers and students response in relation with the report documented at the department level.

During document analysis the researcher have been used number of teacher reports per year and number of students report per year and also the researcher used the academic commission agendas about effective critical mass organization. Because all the department heads reported about the organization and implementation of effective critical mass for cooperative learning, assessing the commission agenda was a basic element for to what extent the saying of department is congruent with students report and teachers report to the department head.

All departments haven’t the same status of organizing and implementing effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning. As the document analysis assured the implementation of effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning is Aesthetics and physical education, social science, language, mathematics, natural science and professional studies respectively from good implementation to poor as the researcher count the report documented at the department level. The documents analysis data were summarized with the following table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Students who didn’t attend at arranged time</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Students aimed to be dependent on cleaver one</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Students attained for assignment purpose</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Students who have positive attitude</td>
<td>8.32</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*the mean difference is significant at alpha level of 0.05

4.2. Conclusions

The study presented here extends the existing literature by providing observed data to support for the Critical Mass theory’s application to education systems. Further, the present study highlights the challenges, opportunities and implementation of effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning and importance of group learning. To do this, different data were collected from different participants with different data collection tools. After the data collected, analyzed and discussed with major theme of the research, the researcher has found evidence to reach at the following conclusions.

Different challenges listed by different scholars were also found as major challenge in organizing and implementing effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning at Debremarkos College of teacher education.

Most challenges were listed similarly both student and teacher participants.

Most student participants responded that effective critical mass organization is just only the task of teachers.

As all the data collected by FGD, questioners and documents analysis were found the same and big challenge of implementing the program were negative attitude of students and teachers towards the program.

Because of no uniform guide line for implementing the program as teachers and students think, it also obstacle the implementation of the program.

Most challenges driven from teachers, students and the college itself were affect the well implementation of the program.

Most of cleaver students were complaining about the disturbance of some careless students by playing music with their mobile.

Students need effective critical mass organization for only gaining mark by being dependent on others.

Having experienced advisor, each section has its own advisor, some students facilitating skill, assigning professional teachers as an advisor, writing a letter about advising for teachers formally, being agenda of discussion in academic commission and having enough space in the opposite shift were best opportunities found in the study area.

As the post hock data analysis portrayed, there were a notable difference on organizing and implementing effective critical mass organization between different departments[5.4 mean
difference], students understanding[5.95 mean difference] and students attitude towards the program[6.08 mean difference].

The overall organization and implementation of effective critical mass were at grass root level in the study area.

Even if the teacher response show that effective critical mass is organized and implemented, the data collected from students, document analysis and FGD assured that even the program isn’t started [some students did not know who their advisor is].

4.3. Recommendations

The 21st Century is the era when dynamic changes were occurring in all aspects of life and paradigm shifts in the philosophy of students learning (Animaw; 2012). Effective critical mass organization and implementation for cooperative learning is supported by different activists of cooperative learning theory like Jonson and Jonson. The study were aimed at assessing on challenges, opportunities and implementations of effective critical mass organization for cooperative learning at Deberemaros college of teacher education. Due to this reason, data were collected with different appropriate data collection tools and analyzed with different techniques and major findings were drowning from the analysis. After these actions were completed the researcher draws the following recommendations with different bodies.

4.3.1 For College students

Now a day, cooperative learning is becoming the key instrument for best achievements of students. Therefore, students should understand why they are expected to learn and organize effective education critical mass in their class.

Students negative attitude towards the program were the predominant factor for the organizing and implementing effective education critical mass, students should arrange agenda at classroom level and discuss to solve the problem of attitude.

Clever students complaining about the disturbance of some student with opening music with their mobile, the class members should inform to the pre service or in service program case team workers or classroom advisors.

Students are expected to avoid dependency and aimed on effective critical mass for only gaining mark doing with clever students.

4.3.2 For college Teachers

College instructors are not only responsible for teaching their students but also they should lead their students towards the policy direction and guide in line with the need of the 21st C. Team work is the golden acceptable element for achievement in education. Then, in order to become effective in this task, the teachers’ strong participation is needed. Due to this reason, the following recommendations were forwarded for college teachers.

College teacher (100%) respondents were responded that students were not interested at the formation of effective education critical mass in their class. This shows that teachers left their leading task in the program. Therefore, college teachers should have looked in ward and assists their students.

Teachers were believed that only letting students to organize themselves and inform about they are assigned as an advisor in some class is enough and consider as effective education critical mass organization. But the reality is vice versa. So at least, teachers should perform the task in which the college informs with the formal letter.

As the collected and analyzed data inferred, teachers were thinking about effective education critical mass is the task of politics so it should have leave to politician. One of effective education critical mass is one to five organizations and it is derived from Jonson and Jonson theory of cooperative learning. Then, teachers should have to related with the theory rather than wrongly associate with politics. Since there are many best opportunities in the college, teachers should use this best opportunities to promote organizing and implementing effective education critical mass for group learning which is supported by different scholars like Davis, Jonson and Jonson.

The implementation of effective education critical mass is to be found at grass root level. Teacher should understand and should have stood to go well for implementing the program.

4.3.3 For College Administrative bodies and Academic commission

The effective education critical mass is derived from the constructivist approach which needs cooperative learning and generating knowledge from the learners rather than considering the teacher is the only source of knowledge. Effective education critical mass organization is used as an umbrella for other kinds of learning. Since the implementation of organizing and implementing effective education critical mass is at unsatisfactory level; The College needs to accept the following recommendation recommended from the well analysis and finding from the study.

As the respondents responded that, there are no guide line prepared for organizing and implementing effective education critical mass for cooperative learning. Then, the college should communicate with the regional education office and prepare a guide line as a blue print for supporting to organizing and implementing effective education critical mass for cooperative learning.

From the finding of the study, most respondent students responded that performing the task is the obligation of teachers but not students. This shows that student’s attitude isn’t at the right track. To solve this problem the college should deal deeply with students.

The college should inform to students that the program planned for effective education critical mass should be considered as a regular class and attendance has its own value.

As document analysis and academic commission minute assured that there are some departments which are best performer in the activity of effective education critical mass, so the college should scale up likewise activities.

The college academic commission taken as an agenda about effective education critical mass organization and implementation in different departments and most department head speaks about it implements well where us the data of document analysis found opposite to the department head sayings, the academic commission should have to designed mechanism of checking rather than believing only the report only.

The regional education bureau should collaborate with the college to implement effective education critical mass organization at college level.
The concept of effective education critical mass theory should deal with college teachers deeply to avoid the gap of teachers who believed it is the task of politics.

Since teachers are complaining about that there are no guide line regarding with implementing effective education critical mass, the regional education bureau should prepare a guide line cooperate with the colleges
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